
 

 

LOW FORAGE TEST VALUES 

 

               You did everything right, your hay looks great, but the lab test value still is low.  Has this ever 
happened to you? 

               I’ve been expecting it and it finally has started.  What has started, you ask?  The calls, the calls 
complaining about lower than expected lab tests for alfalfa that was cut in the bud stage, baled without 
rain damage, had fine stems, and a nice green color. 

               I get these calls about this time every year, and there are several reasons for the low test 
values.  The biggest problem during summer is high temperatures during growth, especially high night time 
temperatures along with high humidity.  This often produces alfalfa hay with fine stems that contains high 
protein, but the alfalfa also has high fiber and low relative feed value. 

               Another problem is slow drydown, especially if it takes a long time right after cutting for hay to dry 
down to less than fifty percent moisture.  As long as hay stays above around fifty percent moisture, plant 
cells will continue to respire, burning away valuable nutrients.  Sometimes cutting hay too late in the day 
for it to get very dry before nightfall will allow plant cells to respire all night long.  Or, cloudy, cool weather 
will slow drying rate.  And this year, high humidity hurt, too. 

               A similar loss in nutrients can occur after hay is baled.  This happens most commonly if hay is baled 
just a little tough and weather conditions after baling are cloudy and humid.  Then the hay may cure slowly 
for a long time, especially in big bales, but bale temperatures elevate only slightly, not hot enough to show 
obvious heat damage and discoloration. 

               Getting high quality hay is challenging.  Both you and the weather must cooperate and even then, 
there are no guarantees. 
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